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At IndieCollect, we like to celebrate women who make movies every
chance we get!

BE NATURAL: THE UNTOLD STORY OF ALICE GUY-BLACHÉ
This marvelous must-see film opens today at the IFC Center in New York City.
Directed by Pamela B. Green, BE NATURAL is a tribute to the first woman film
director and an investigation into how this extraordinary woman got lost —
perhaps intentionally buried —  in the annals of cinema history. 

It was co-financed and executive produced by IndieCollect's Board member
Gerry Herman and our former Board member Geralyn Dreyfous. Bravo to you
all!

Read the great New York Times Review here. 
Watch the trailer. Purchase your IFC tickets.

ALOHA WANDERWELL
Speaking of pioneers, I learned last week about another overlooked woman
filmmaker, ALOHA WANDERWELL (aka Idris Walsh), resurrected thanks to a
terrific article by Carrie Rickey in the New York Times.

Our friend and colleague Mike Mashon at the Library of Congress has made
available one of her early films online.

WOMEN MAKE MOVIES
Indie Collect’s former Scholar-in-Residence Tanya Goldman organized a
fantastic event on April 24 to celebrate the founders of Women Make Movies --
Ariel Dougherty & Sheila Paige — who are dear colleagues. The program,
“Excavating Feminist Histories: Early Productions from Women Make
Movies,” started with a talk by Ariel about WMM’s history and mission,
followed by three films, and wound up with an onstage dialogue moderated by
Tanya that included Dr. Alexandra Juhasz, Chair of Brooklyn College's Film
Department. Sheila and Ariel refused to play by the rules when they made their
first films. The forms they were inventing combine radical anarchy with a great
sense of fun, underpinned by feminist rigor.

The Women’s Happy Time Commune (Sheila Paige, 1972, 47 min)
was preserved by the Women’s Film Preservation Fund
Sweet Bananas (Ariel Dougherty,1974, 30 min)
A Film on Street Harassment (Sheila Paige, 1975, 11.5 min)

Tanya Goldman, Sheila Paige, Alex Juhasz, Ariel Dougherty

JULIA REICHERT
If you’re reading our newsletters, you know we recently restored SEEING RED
by Julia Reichert & Jim Klein. Julia is another film pioneer whose latest film we
get to celebrate. AMERICAN FACTORY (co-directed by Steve Bognar) screens
this weekend at Tribeca Film Festival, and keeps piling up superb reviews.
Variety’s reviewer Peter Debruge notes, "Of all the documentaries you see
this year, this one most potently embodies the ever-changing sense of the
words 'Made in America.'” You can read the full review here.

BARBARA SCHULTZ
Last week I wrote a tribute to my mentor Barbara Schultz. The New York Times
followed up with a fascinating obituary by Katherine Seelye who unearthed
much more information about this remarkable TV pioneer. You can read it here.

Thanks so much for paying attention to the work of these extraordinary women.

All my best,

Sandra Schulberg
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